
“My name is Thobeka Yose, I live in Phillipi Cape Town. I have been unemployed for 

almost two years. I am always in the internet looking for employment every chance I 

get.  I have always had a passion for writing. One day while I was busy surfing the 

net I decided to browse on a page I like on Facebook called Chase Africa. They 

had posted that they were looking for writers the previous week. I decided to send 

them an inbox to find out if they were still looking.  

They responded by saying that I should send them my work, I did. Well it turned out 

the writers they were looking for were for the magazine called Conqueress 

Magazine that’s going to be launched in South Africa in November this year. As I am 

busy typing this I am happy to announce that I got the job. I am now their 

contributor. I, a girl from rural areas am a contributor for a worldwide magazine 

because of internet.   

My life is going to improve for the better and I cannot imagine the exposure I’m 

going to get after my first article in the launch issue. I am truly grateful for the 

exposer and for having the opportunity of accessing the internet, not even the sky 

can limit me now. Internet is going to put my name on the map my, my work will be 

read in places I have never been and by people I never thought I would interact 

with or even have an impact on their lives. The Chief Editor is based in Netherlands; I 

am able to interact with her on daily basis via Skype and emails. Just yesterday I sent 

my work and she was very impressed with the speed of my delivery.  

Thank you for the platform to share my story.” 


